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QUESTION: Why would I use Teams?
Has anyone ever joined your
team, department or company?

Do you get overwhelmed by the volume of
emails you receive, just so you are
“kept in the loop”?

No

Yes

No
Yes

Do you ﬁnd yourself less focused and
efﬁcient than you want to be constantly
switching between apps?

No

Have you ever wanted to automate your
entire job so you could play
Candy Crush all day?

I just want
to be more
productive!

Yes

Have you ever been frustrated looking
for a document or message and can’t remember
where it is?

No

Yes

Would your life be easier if employee knowledge
was cataloged in one place instead of forwarding
137 emails to the new person?

Yes

Yes

Have you ever had to comb through four
different versions of the same document to combine
everyone's edits into one ﬁnal version?

No

Would it be helpful to have remote meetings that
are easier to sign into, recordable, searchable,
and help you make decisions more quickly?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Find another tool. Teams
doesn’t do that.

Yes

Use Teams! It will help
with that!
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QUESTION: Should I create a new Team?
Is it business critical?

Yes.

Have you searched to
see if a Team that meets your
needs already exists?

Create a Team.

There is a Team
that might work.

It’s about
cats.

Would a new channel in an
existing group work?
Are cat products and/or services
part of your business?

Yup, no
existing Team.

Yes.

Yes, it would!
I’m unsure.

No, it
wouldn’t.
No.

Have you talked to your group
to make sure a new Team
is the right approach?

Are cats the beneﬁciaries of
your corporate charity?

No.

They are
not convinced.

A Team is Probably
Unnecessary

They said:
“Great idea!”
They said:
“NO WAY!”

Do Not Create A Team
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QUESTION: Should I use a reaction, an emoji or a gif?
Are you responding to a
formal or informal message?

What is your
organizational culture
like?

Someone microwaved
stinky food, again.

Unsure.

Very
formal.

Fun & laid
back.

Traditional.
Is it in a dedicated channel
for culture & fun?

Do you feel like you need to
respond, but don’t know how?

No.

No.

Yes.
Are you
going overboard?

Yes.

Just leave it, don’t create
unnecessary Teams pollution

Yes.

Limit it to a thumbs-up reaction
to acknowledge message.

Proceed with caution,
recommend keeping it subtle.

No.

React, add an emoji, or
go wild, send a gif!
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QUESTION: Why should I use Private Chat vs a Public Channel
for Conversations?
What is the topic?

Work-work?
Or work-social stuff?

My dating
life.

Are decisions being made
that will impact the project,
timeline or deliverable?

Work stuff.

It’s about
a Project.

No.

Yes.

Making lunch plans
with co-workers.

Would you be embarrassed if
IT or your boss read the message?

Yes.

No.

Yo! Don’t put that
on Teams!

Is it a team building
event or celebration?

No.

Will the chat be helpful context
for other team members now
or later?

Yes.

Private Chat it is!

No.

Yes.

Let everyone in! Keep
chat in the channel!
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QUESTION: Should I use an urgent notiﬁcation or an announcement?
Our deadline is tomorrow,
and we need to make sure
everyone provides their input.

How urgent is your
message?

The ofﬁce is
on ﬁre.

We’d assume they
didn’t have feedback.

Not super urgent,
we are trying to
collect input for a new
initiative.

How many people need to see
this message.

If they didn’t respond,
how bad would it be?

Are you aware sending with urgency
will alert them every two minutes
for the next 20 minutes?

Hey Everyone! This is a great
use of an announcement!

Worse than
horrible.

Yikes, seems
like overkill.

An @mention to the appropriate
people or channel in the message
will probably sufﬁce.

Duh, that’s
the point.
Everyone in
the channel.

Just
a few.
Are you diluting the effectiveness
by sending everything as urgent or
as an announcement?

Classic scenario. Make sure
your team doesn’t miss it,
send with urgency.
No way!

Probably.

Stop! Pull the ﬁre alarm, and
call 911 safely from your cell.
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QUESTION: Should this document live in Teams?
What type of
document is it?

Is this a “ﬁnal” document
that many people people leverage
and reuse?

It’s a proposal
template.

Best suited for
SharePoint.

No.
It is my
to-do list.

Are there multiple people
contributing to or reviewing
the document.

It’s a draft
of an RFP.

No, just me.

Yes.

Sometimes.

Does your to-do list include
only work-related items?

I’d be reduced
to a puddle
of tears.

How would you feel if it
was deleted or someone
saved over it?

Annoying,
but collaboration
is more important.

Yes.
It is my vacation
packing list.
Do you want control over when
and who sees / contributes
to your document?

Don’t save that to company
owned platforms!

Yes.

Always
open for input.

Perfect for
Teams.

Put it on
OneDrive.

Yes.
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QUESTION: Should I create a new channel?
Why do you need
a new channel?

I don’t like how messy the
sales channel has become; I’m
going to create a new channel called:
Impressive Sales Pedagogy.

Absolutely, in fact,
I have identiﬁed 54
required channels.

Is it a seperate topic from the
other existing channels?

We don’t have a channel
for this topic.

We don’t have any
channels, so everything
is being dumped into
“general”.

No.

Yes.
Are you trying to over-engineer
your channels?

Does the proposed channel
have a clear purpose?

Probably.
No.

So, you will be duplicating content,
creating confusion on where
people should post or look to ﬁnd stuff?

No.

Yes.
Has your team discussed
the need for this channel and
they all agree?

Yes, most
deﬁnitely.

The only thing worse would be
renaming a channel without telling
your team.*
*Bonus Tip: This action has consequences that
are really annoying, don’t do it unless it is absolutely required.

No.

Eh, up to you, but only if you are
REALLY convinced.

Yes.

Yes, create a channel!
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QUESTION: Should I create a channel meeting?
Do you want to keep all pre,
during, and post meeting chat &
content together??

Is the topic aligned to the
purpose of the channel?

I’m an external guest,
I don’t have access to calendars.

We don’t have
any materials.

I am a proud
channel member!

Are you a member (not an
external guest) of the channel?

Yes, please.

You aren’t really meeting
about that, are you?

Of course it is.
We are discussing
strategies for dealing with
my witch of a mother-in-law.

Would an impromptu meeting with
the entire channel be an option?

You know that if you meet in the
channel, anyone who is a member
can join?

Um, there are
426 members of
the channel.
Sure!

I just need to
invite a few people.
Have you talked to the team to
determine the best option for a
meeting?

Consider the “meet now”
option.

We are discussing
important things
the Channel needs to know!

Yes!
Do you need to explicitly invite
them to the meeting?*
Nope, it is just
our weekly status.
Yes! This is a super
important meeting!

A quick note to the Channel after
the meeting with any updates will be ﬁne.

*Unless channel members are subscribed to the Ofﬁce 365 Group,
they won’t get an invite, it will appear on the Group calendar, therby
implicitly inviting channel members.
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Meet in the channel!

Unless there is another
reason, a Channel
Meeting is unlikely to
be the best option.
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QUESTION: Why would I use Microsoft Stream in Teams?
Have you or anyone on your Team
ever missed an important meeting?

Yes

Would being able to use deep search to ﬁnd key words
spoken in the video be helpful to jump to the info you
want quickly (like mentions of your name)?

No

Yes

No
Yes

Have you ever wasted time, scrolling through long
videos or keynotes looking for one speaker and wished
you could use face detection to ﬁnd where they speak?

No

Have you ever wanted to create a video
hologram of yourself so you can make it look like
you are a Superhero?

I just want
a better
video experience.

Yes

Does anyone on your team speak another language?
Would they ﬁnd it helpful to be able to translate the
transcription to their native language with one click?

No

Yes

Would recording the meeting and automatically
saving it in the channel for them to watch
later be helpful?

Yes

Do you have training or videos that anyone
new to your Team or Channel would ﬁnd helpful and
that you'd like to post to a 'start here' tab?

No

Does anyone on your team collaborate on video
creation and wish they could add thoughts, ideas, and
questions alongside the video?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Find another tool. Not
even Stream within Teams
can do that.

Yes
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QUESTION: Should I send a document link or an attachment?
Maybe. I was asking for
feedback from a few people
in chat before putting
it into my Teams Channel.

During the life of the
document, will it ever be changed?

Nope, it is a cookie
recipe submission
for a charity cookbook.

DYK: Attaching a doc to a chat puts a
copy in OneDrive, and attaching to a
Channel will put a copy in SharePoint?

Right, so I’ll email it to my
small team, then when we are done
editing I’ll post it in the channel!

Probably not, so I am
going to send an urgent
email asking for ﬁnal review.

Just send a link!

Ah, yes. I see the
issue there.

Trust us, you want to
send a link!
E-mail attachments are so last year,
do you know about co-authoring?

Yes, but is that necessary?
There probably won’t
be changes.

Yes, but sending an
email is so easy.

Wait, manually consolidating
multiple versions of the same
document is easy?

It’s just a couple
of people.

*PRO TIP: Beyond a single version of the truth, a single
destination for finding the truth will save your team a
gazillion hours of searching.
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Ugh, I hate it
when that
happens.

Have you ever needed a document
and can’t remember where it is? *

Yes, and I needed
to make some changes
before sharing it.

Fine. You
are right.

What if the editor forgets to
turn on “track changes”?

Nooooooo!

Told you so!
Send a link.
GOTCHA!
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QUESTION: Should my company consider implementing formal governance?
Should anyone be able to create
a Team, for anything?
Sure, I don’t
see why not.

No, that would
limit creativity.

No, that sounds like it would
turn into the wild, wild west!

Do you require speciﬁc naming conventions
to make ﬁles easier to locate/be clear
on their purpose?

We could be in
a lot of trouble
if we didn’t.

Does your organization require
speciﬁc data retention policies to be applied
to Teams?

Nope, we believe
in the KonMari Method
of data purging.
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Absolutely.

Do you want to specify expiration dates,
or achive inactive Teams?

Why would
we do that?

*Easy there cowboy! Please consider the basics!

Probably a
good idea!

Do you want to restrict which groups
can grant guest access?

Our team is responsible,
they would never add a guest
to a Team with sensitive info.

Looks like you
don’t need
governance!*

Yes, please!

Do you want to limit the use of Teams
features for speciﬁc users or your entire tenant?

We don’t, if they want
to use it, they should be
allowed.

100% yes!
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QUESTION: We have deployed Teams, are we done?
Has your organization
invested in Teams ACM?

Teams is highly extensible!
Have you considered
building a custom solution?

Yes, and working
with a BA we have
discovered needs
beyond Teams!

That is outside
of our skill set.

We aren’t ready for that, we need
to iron out some tech issues.
Yes, we all
had training.

No, we can’t.
Mysterious things are
happening in our ofﬁce.

Did you know ACM is comprised
of 7 interdependent workstreams
that improve adoption & ROI?

What kind of
mysterious things?

We think
ghosts are stealing
our devices.

Calls are crashing,
new features are
showing up...
it is mayhem!

Ha! No.
Do you have a process for
managing your Teams environment
including things like the network?

Things that
work one day, don’t
seem to work now.

Don’t call us,
call the Ghost Busters!

Call AMTRA &
Get People Ready!

It does?

We knew that.

Call AMTRA & get the help you
need no matter where you are in
your Teams journey!

Do you have a process for
keeping current across
the entire Microsoft 365 platform?

We have a guy
in IT that does
that, I think.

Sort of, but I know
we could probably
do more.

Call AMTRA &
Get Tech Ready!

Like Win10
updates? No.
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